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Essentials of Payroll: Management and AccountingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
ESSENTIALS OF PAYROLL   

   Full of valuable tips, techniques, illustrative real-world examples, exhibits, and best practices, this handy and concise paperback will help you stay up to date on the newest thinking, strategies, developments, and technologies in payroll.   

   "Steven has done it again. Payroll...
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The Software Vulnerability Guide (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005
In today’s market, secure software is a must for consumers. Many developers, however, are not familiar with the techniques needed to produce secure code or detect existing vulnerabilities. The Software Vulnerability Guide focuses on the origin of most software vulnerabilities, including the bugs in the underlying software used to develop IT...
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Mike Meyers' CompTIA A Guide to Managing & Troubleshooting PCs Lab Manual, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Practice the IT Skills Essential for Your Success

	
		115+ lab exercises challenge you to solve problems based on realistic case studies
	
		Step-by-step scenarios require you to think critically
	
		Lab analysis tests measure your understanding of lab results
	
		Key term quizzes help build...
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Build Your Own Combat RobotMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Experience the excitement of building your own champion battling bot!
Build a powerful and invincible robot--for full-blown competition or just for fun--using this authoritative robot resource. This team of experts gives you an inside look at the innovative new world of robotic combat, explaining the origins of the sport as well as all the...
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Computer Science Distilled: Learn the Art of Solving Computational ProblemsCode Energy LLC, 2017

	A walkthrough of computer science concepts you must know. Designed for readers who don't care for academic formalities, it's a fast and easy computer science guide. It teaches the foundations you need to program computers effectively. After a simple introduction to discrete math, it presents common algorithms and data structures. It...
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Companies Are People, Too: Discover, Develop, and Grow Your Organization's True PersonalityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for COMPANIES ARE PEOPLE, TOO    

"In most cases, the CEO’s perception of a company’s personality is drastically different than what the rest of the organization perceives. In the dynamic read, Companies Are People, Too, you’ll discover how to identify the true personality of your company. With this...
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Mac OS X Leopard BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Get up to speed on Mac OS X Leopard with this in-depth guide
    The beauty of Leopard is that there is so much more than meets the eye, including over 300 new enhancements and its ability to run on both Intel PCs and PowerPC Macs. This comprehensive reference is your best guide on how to tame this powerful new cat. You'll find...
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Numerical Recipes 3rd Edition: The Art of Scientific ComputingCambridge University Press, 2007

	Co-authored by four leading scientists from academia and industry, Numerical Recipes Third Edition starts with basic mathematics and computer science and proceeds to complete, working routines. Widely recognized as the most comprehensive, accessible and practical basis for scientific computing, this new edition incorporates more than 400...
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Gnuplot in Action: Understanding Data with GraphsManning Publications, 2009
Statistical data is only as valuable as your ability to analyze, interpret, and present it in a meaningful way. Gnuplot is the most widely used program to plot and visualize data for Unix/Linux systems and it is also popular for Windows and the Mac. It's open-source (as in free!), actively maintained, stable, and mature. It can deal with...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-536): Microsoft  .NET Framework 2.0 Application Development Foundation (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2006
Announcing an all-new MCTS Training Kit designed to help maximize your performance on Exam 70-536, a core exam for the new Microsoft Technology Specialist and Professional Developer certifications. This kit packs the tools and features that exam candidates want most—including in-depth, self-paced training based on final exam content;...
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Microsoft Office 2003 in 10 Simple Steps or LessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If you are looking to perform specific activities in Microsoft Office 2003 fast, then this book is for you–whether you’re new to Microsoft Office or you’re just upgrading to the 2003 version. This comprehensive guide delivers the answers you need with clear, easy-to-follow instructions for more than 250 key Microsoft Office 2003...
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Camtasia Studio 4: The Definitive Guide (Wordware Applications Library)Wordware Publishing, 2007
With the latest release of Camtasia Studio, TechSmith continues to enhance its industry-leading screen video recording and editing tool. Camtasia Studio 4: The Definitive Guide describes the newest features and takes the user through the entire process of creating top-notch software tutorials, marketing spots, and demonstrations. This...
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